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Tranquil setting

With its uniquely shaped rooms,
characterful, design-led conception,
and tranquil rural location with
fascinating links to local history,
Deneside, nestled along High Bank Lane,
is no cookie-cutter home.

Discover Deneside where countryside
meets convenient transport links, along
a peaceful country lane, peppered with
unique, characterful homes just off
Chorley New Road.

Historic links

A cul-de-sac, with no through traffic,
birdsong provides the soundtrack,
emerging from the tree tunnel and
pulling up through the gated driveway
which extends alongside Deneside.

The land upon which Deneside is set was
once owned by an influential cotton
merchant, who lived in the neighbouring
stone-built house – once visited by
Mahatma Ghandi - before being sold in
individual plots for new homes. 



Eclectic 
entrance

Make your way indoors, via the Art
Deco-feel entrance porch. Architect
designed in 2010 using the same
patterns taken from Frank Lloyd
Wright’s famous Fallingwater
creation in Pennsylvania, the
entrance sets the scene for an
eclectic mix of styles found
throughout Deneside.

Extended in 2000 by the current
owners, in a style sympathetic to the
original design, an incredible glass
fronted extension provides an
additional sitting room, larger
study and two additional bedrooms. 

Step through to the double height
entrance hall with galleried
landing, a tremendous sense of space
and light provided by large arched
windows. An illuminated integrated
wine rack makes excellent use of
space, part of the original design by
the previous owners and builders – a
husband and wife architect and
interior designer, who lovingly
designed every aspect of the home,
right down to the hardwood
flooring found beneath the carpets,
reclaimed from mills in the Bolton
area. 



OWNER QUOTE: “People say it’s a cosy home; it wraps itself around you.” 



Freshen up in the downstairs WC,
before turning right from the
entrance hall, emerge into a
peaceful lounge. Used as a family
room, a glass bay to the rear
features double doors opening out
onto a sunny patio perfect for
alfresco dining and star gazing
around the firepit.

Overlooking the garden, this
relaxing room is cosy and warm in
winter, with German engineered
wooden flooring underfoot and a
glass fronted gas fire issuing
warmth.

family
LIVING



CULINARY
DELIGHTS

Across from the front door, follow your nose to the
kitchen, a traditional cooking zone, featuring a full
array of integrated appliances including a relatively
new Siemens double oven featuring top oven
microwave/grill and a bottom grill/steam oven
alongside a Miele gas hob, dishwasher and fridge. The
adjacent utility room currently houses a washing
machine, tumble dryer, larger fridge and freestanding
freezer. 

With space to dine casually at the breakfasting area in
the kitchen, Deneside offers plenty of space for family
to come together and enjoy time apart, with pockets of
refuge providing the opportunity for space and quiet
time, a useful arrangement for those with blended
working models.





Turning left along an inner hall,
arrive at the formal dining room,
with a large table perfect for
Christmas, Sunday dinners and
family gatherings. Hardwearing
flooring underfoot makes it ideal
for keeping clean.

formal
gatherings



Next door, the sitting room extension
is a marvel in triangular glass, with
French doors opening out to the lawn,
where the hedge to the front provides
a screen of privacy.



Work from home in the downstairs study, where a
feature wall is fitted with shelving for books. Focus for
the day, inspired by the peaceful, verdant outlook to
the leafy green, whilst keeping an eye out for parcel
deliveries.



Returning to the entrance hall,
sweep up the stairs to the galleried
landing, turning left to discover
the master suite. 

GRAND
SPACES



RELAXING
SANCTUARY

Soft green shades to the walls and cream carpet
underfoot reflect the quiet and serenity of this room,
with views overlooking the trees and hedges to the
front. 

Storage is in abundant supply, with a range of fitted
wardrobes, drawers and dressing table. A walk-in
wardrobe offers even more space for clothes ensuring
a clutter free sanctuary of sleep. Refresh and revive in
the ensuite, fitted with twin wash basins, bath and large
shower.





At the opposite side of the landing,
sneak a peek at bedroom three,
dressed in soothing heather tones,
with views out over the garden and
a slight slope to one side of the high
ceiling. No two rooms are the same
at Deneside.



Next door is a warm double bedroom
with exposed beams in the ceiling
and Charles Rennie Macintosh-
inspired Arts and Crafts style,
wardrobes.



Overlooking the quiet countryside
to the front is the guest bedroom, a
soporific double with blue accents,
its fitted wardrobes again taking
inspiration from the renowned
Scottish architect and artist.





Also off the landing, discover
bedroom Five, featuring a single bed
and dressed in muted, earthy tones.

refresh and revive in the family
bathroom, where there is ample
storage in the fitted unit beneath
the corner washbasin alongside a
WC and bath with overhead shower.



Unique Architect-Designed Detached Family Home
Set In An Exclusive Cul-de-Sac Location Off
Chorley New Road
Gated Driveway With Parking For Several Cars
Five Bedrooms/ Two Ensuite
Three Large Reception Rooms
Spacious Galleried Reception Hall
Peaceful Front & Rear Gardens
Outbuilding With Previously Passed Planning
Permission For Office/ Annexe Accommodation
Tenure: Freehold
EPC Rated: C

Features:



Step outside into the sunshine and
shade of the peaceful gardens at
Deneside. A haven for wildlife, spy
rabbits, squirrels, foxes and deer and
listen out for the nightly hooting of
owls. 

Outside the family room, a patio soaks
up the sun from early morning until
around 4pm in spring ‘til autumn, when
the shade offers welcome respite.
Enclosed within retaining dry stone
walls built from stone reclaimed from
the original terraces, the garden has
been landscaped into a family friendly
space, with lawn for games and paving
for barbecuing. Spring sees the garden
carpeted in bulbs, whilst to the end of
the garden a wall of rock drops down
to where Bessy Brook flows below.

A large outhouse is currently used as
storage, however plans have been
previously passed to replace this
building with a large double garage
with accommodation or office space.

AT ONE 
WITH
NATURE



OWNER QUOTE: “When we walked through the front door, we just knew.”



OUT &
ABOUT

Enjoying the benefits of countryside
and city, Deneside is poised to enjoy the
best of both worlds. Set in a leafy
green peaceful area adjoining the
surrounding moors, nearby Chorley
New Road links you easily with all the
amenities. 



Commuters are well placed, not far from Lostock train station, with links to Bolton and Manchester in one direction and Preston to
the north. Only a couple of minutes by road delivers you to the M61 with its links to the north and south, whilst Bolton city centre is
a mere 5-10 minutes’ drive in the opposite direction. Handy too for regular fliers – Manchester Airport is around 30 minutes’ drive away.

Head to the nearby Middlebrook Retail Park to pick up your shopping from Tesco or Marks & Spencer, with a number of other clothes
stores and retail outlets available, including Next. For a deeper level of retail therapy, the Trafford Centre can be reached within 25
minutes, or carry on to Manchester city centre, only 30 minutes’ drive away.

With an abundance of walks on the doorstep, soak up the incredible natural surroundings, with moors, hillsides, woodlands and
reservoirs to explore. 

Families are well served by a number of local schools including the prestigious Bolton School, only 1.2 miles away with buses running
by the lane every ten minutes or so.

Quiet, comfortable, rural yet not remote, Deneside is a unique home with personality and warmth; the perfect place to grow your
family.

take a stroll to nearby - high rid reservoir
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